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CREATIVE BRIEF /  At A Glance

BACKGROUND
Shiloh Coffee Co. creates organic coffee beverages using 
fairly traded coffee beans from Honduras, Costa Rica, and 
Uganda. Founded in 2015, Shiloh believes that coffee helps 
create community, and therefore uses their products to 
build a personal relationship between the company and 
the customers. Shiloh also donates 25% of their sales to 
non-profits around the world, creating a worldwide net of 
community that proves coffee is capable of making the world 
a better place. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY AUDIENCES
Shiloh markets towards adults who consume coffee, either 
regularly or on the occasion. Busy people can enjoy Shiloh’s 
products due to the convenience of the bottle packaging. 
Because of their organic nature, health conscious consumers 
are a target demographic as well.

OBJECTIVES
In Hebrew, “Shiloh” means “places of peace,” and Shiloh 
Coffee Co. means to live up to that name. Shiloh believes in 
sustainable coffee production and therefore believes in using 
fairly traded coffee. This insures that a fair price is given to 
coffee growers and that Shiloh customers receive the highest 
quality coffee as possible. Shiloh also believes in making a 
difference in lives around the world and spreading the idea 
of peace and community. Because of this, 25% of sales are 
donated to non-profits that are making a difference in the 
lives of children across the globe.

KEY MESSAGES
Shiloh believes in building community and spreading an idea of 
unity and connectivity. Subtle details throughout the label design of 
Shiloh’s products reflect this philosophy. Shiloh is transparent about 
the fact that human interaction is vital for a company like their’s. 
Because of this, small, humanistic details are displayed through the 
packaging design.

TONE AND MANNER
A major goal for Shiloh’s aesthetic was to be the visual antithesis of 
its contenders. Most bottled coffee products on the shelf are designed 
to feel airy and light. To stand out in the market, Shiloh was designed 
to be dark and heavy, while still maintaining a homemade and 
welcoming quality. Through the use of various colors, the products 
can become individualized, but remain cohesive when see together 
as a family.

MANDATORIES
Several elements were essential to include in order to properly reflect 
all of Shiloh’s philosophies. A dark aesthetic was needed in order to 
stand out from other competing products. An element that tied in 
the idea of connectivity and unity was also key to have in the final 
design.  To separate each member of the packaging family, a color 
coded system became the way to differentiate each flavor. Lastly, a 
humanistic logo was needed to reflect the idea that Shiloh is based 
off of the principle of human relationships and interactions.
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VISION AND VOICE / Key Words, Core Values

•  Unity
•  Humanism
• Sustainabi l i ty
•  Community
•  Convenience

CommunityCoffee

Comfort

Rust ic

Harmony
Shared

ExperienceBlack

Contrast

Minimal

Connect ion
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BUYER PERSONA

Byr o n
Age: 27
Occupation: Sales professional at car dealership
Lifestyle:
 • Lives alone and on the go - concerned most with  
  his career
 • No time for morning stops at coffee shops
 • Long days at work and uses caffeine to get   
  through the day. Always drinks coffee on the  
  way to work and during the morning.
 • Self proclaimed coffee connoisseur
 • Relies on convenient food sources but 
  follows several health food trends. Enjoys  
  trying new foods and flavor combinations  
  when time and convenience allows.
Background:
 • College graduate with business degree in 
  corporate management
 • Trend follower - constantly on top of the newest  
  technology and media trends. Active on  
  social media.
 • Lives in a metro area
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INSPIRATION / Imagery
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SKETCHES / Set 1

Original ideas for Shiloh’s word 
mark were too handwritten. Most 
bottled coffee companies use the 
handwritten aesthetic, and Shiloh 
needed to counter that. Humanistic 
elements were wanted, but they 
needed to be achieved through 
another route.
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SKETCHES / Set 2

Utilizing a minimal dove to convey 
the idea of “peace” was an early 
idea. In its early stages, the dove 
overpowered the word mark and 
never made it in the final design. 
However, the minimal logo lead to 
the creation of the early design of 
Shiloh’s final word mark.
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SKETCHES / Set 3
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Bott le  Design /  Early Stages

Early stages of the bottle design 
didn’t fit the wanted requirements. 
The packaging wasn’t black enough 
and the dark aesthetic wasn’t being 
achieved. Through this, however, the 
repetition of color in the label and 
bottle cap became utilized, and this 
feature made it into the final design.
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Bott le  Design  /  Final Design

Black packaging was a major 
inspiration for the development 
of Shiloh’s products. By using 
a classic bottle shape, Shiloh’s 
products subtly trigger that 
nostalgic factor that helps brand 
the company. However, due to the 
dark aesthetic, the bottle creates 
a heavy contrast next to other 
bottled coffees on the shelf.

Keeping the text as minimal as 
possible, small details needed to 
be worked out in order to fully 
achieve the final aesthetic. To 
repeat the rounded corners of the 
word mark, the box around the 
flavor became a rounded rectangle 
with smaller linear elements to not 
only emphasize the flavor but also 
help repeat the color of the bottle 
cap. Editing the relationships of 
the wording helped create a more 
satisfying silhouette of text.

First Draft Final
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COLOR / Final Color Pallette

#efc519

#87c440

#0068a3

#00b1a9

#f47c20

#7651a1

#ef5f95

#161616


